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Abstract

Federated Learning (FL) fuses collaborative models
from local nodes without centralizing users’ data. The per-
mutation invariance property of neural networks and the
non-i.i.d. data across clients make the locally updated
parameters imprecisely aligned, disabling the coordinate-
based parameter averaging. Traditional neurons do not ex-
plicitly consider position information. Hence, we propose
Position-Aware Neurons (PANs) as an alternative, fusing
position-related values (i.e., position encodings) into neu-
ron outputs. PANs couple themselves to their positions and
minimize the possibility of dislocation, even updating on
heterogeneous data. We turn on/off PANs to disable/enable
the permutation invariance property of neural networks.
PANs are tightly coupled with positions when applied to
FL, making parameters across clients pre-aligned and fa-
cilitating coordinate-based parameter averaging. PANs are
algorithm-agnostic and could universally improve existing
FL algorithms. Furthermore, “FL with PANs” is simple to
implement and computationally friendly.

1. Introduction

Federated Learning (FL) [13, 42] generates a global
model via collaborating with isolated clients for privacy
protection and efficient distributed training, generally fol-
lowing the parameter server architecture [6, 21]. Clients
update models on their devices using private data, and the
server periodically averages these models for multiple com-
munication rounds [27]. The whole process does not trans-
mit users’ data and meets the basic privacy requirements.

Represented by FedAvg [27], many FL algorithms ag-
gregate local parameters via a simple coordinate-based av-
eraging [22–25] These algorithms have two kinds of draw-
backs. First, as traditional neurons are unaware of their
positions, neural networks have the permutation invariance
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Figure 1. Left: Position-Aware Neurons (PANs). We fuse
equal/varied position encodings to neurons’ outputs, PANs are
turned off/on, and the shuffled networks make the same/different
predictions, i.e., the permutation invariance property is en-
abled/disabled. Right: applying PANs to FL. Neurons are coupled
with their positions for pre-alignment.

property, implying that hidden neurons could be dislocated
during training without affecting the local performances.
Second, the samples across clients are non-independent and
identically distributed (non-i.i.d.) [11], which could exacer-
bate the permutation of neural networks during local train-
ing, making local models misaligned and leading to weight
divergence [47]. These reasons degrade the performance of
coordinate-based parameter averaging.

Recently, a series of works utilize various matching tech-
niques to align neurons, such as Bayesian nonparametric
learning [38, 44, 45] and optimal transport [2, 33]. First,
these methods are too complex to implement. Second, they
solve the misalignment problem after finishing local up-
dates and hence belong to post-processing strategies that
need additional computation budgets. Fed2 [43] pioneers
a novel aspect via designing feature-oriented model struc-
tures following a pre-aligned manner. However, it has to
carefully customize the network architecture and only stays
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at the group level of pre-alignment. By contrast, we explore
a more straightforward and general technique to pre-align
neurons during local training procedures.

Our work mainly focuses on solving the non-i.i.d. chal-
lenge in FL, more specifically, seeking solutions via limit-
ing the permutation invariance property of neural networks.
We first summarize the above analysis: the permutation in-
variance property of neural networks leads to neuron mis-
alignment across local models. The more heterogeneous the
data, the more serious the misalignment is. Hence, our mo-
tivation is intuitive: could we design a switch to control the
permutation invariance property of neuron networks? We
propose Position-Aware Neurons (PANs) as the solution,
which couple neurons with their positions. Specifically, for
each neuron (channel for ConvNet [10, 17, 32]), we add or
multiply a position-related value (i.e., position encoding) to
its output. We introduce a hyper-parameter to turn on/off the
PANs, and correspondingly, to disable/enable the permu-
tation invariance property of neural networks. PANs bind
neurons in their positions, implicitly pre-aligning neurons
across clients even faced with non-i.i.d. data. From another
aspect, PANs could keep some consistent ingredients in
the forward and backward pass across local models, which
could reduce the weight divergence. Overall, appropriate
PANs facilitate the coordinate-based parameter averaging
in FL. Replacing traditional neurons with PANs is simple to
implement and computationally friendly, which is universal
to various FL algorithms. Contributions can be briefed as:
(1) proposing PANs to disable/enable the permutation in-
variance property of deep networks; (2) applying PANs to
FL, which binds neurons in positions and pre-aligns param-
eters for better coordinate-wise parameter averaging.

2. Related Works
FL with Non-I.I.D. Data: Existing works solve the non-
i.i.d. data problem in FL from various aspects. [47] points
out the weight divergence phenomenon in FL and use
shared data to decrease the divergence. FedProx [23] takes
a proximal term during local training as regularization. Fe-
dOpt [30] considers updating the global model via momen-
tum or adaptive optimizers (e.g., Adam [15], Yogi [46]) in-
stead of simple parameter averaging. Scaffold [14] intro-
duces control variates to rectify the local update directions
and mitigates the influences of client drift. MOON [22] uti-
lizes model contrastive learning to reduce the distance be-
tween local and global models. Some other works utilize
similar techniques including dynamic regularization [1], en-
semble distillation [3, 26], etc. We take several representa-
tive FL algorithms and use PANs to improve them.
FL with Permutation Invariance Property: The permu-
tation invariance of neuron networks could lead to neuron
misalignment. PFNM [45] matches local nodes’ parame-
ters via Beta-Bernoulli process [35] and Indian Buffet Pro-

cess [9], formulating an optimal assignment problem and
solving it via Hungarian algorithm [18]. SPAHM [44] ap-
plies the same procedure to aggregate Gaussian topic mod-
els, hidden Markov models, and so on. FedMA [38] points
out PFNM does not apply to large-scale networks and pro-
poses a layer-wise matching method. [33] utilizes optimal
transport [2] to fuse models with different initializations.
These methods are all post-processing ones that need ad-
ditional computation costs. Fed2 is recently proposed to
align features during local training via separating features
into different groups. However, it needs to carefully design
the architectures. Differently, we take a more fine-grained
alignment of neurons rather than network groups, and we
will show our method is more general.
Position Encoding: Position encoding is popular in se-
quence learning architectures, e.g., ConvS2S [8] and trans-
former [36], etc. These architectures take position encod-
ings to consider the order information. Relative position
encoding [31] is more applicable to sequences with various
lengths. Some other studies are devoted to interpreting what
position encodings learn [37, 39]. Another interesting work
is applying position encodings instead of zero-padding to
GAN [41] as spatial inductive bias. Differently, we resort to
position encodings to bind neurons in their positions in FL.
Furthermore, these works only consider position encodings
at the input layer, while we couple them with neurons.

3. Position-Aware Neurons
In this section, we investigate the permutation invariance

of neural networks and introduce PANs to control it.

3.1. Permutation Invariance Property

Assume an MLP network has L + 1 layers (containing
input and output layer), and each layer contains Jl neurons,
where l ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L} is the layer index. J0 and JL are
input and output dimensions. We denote the parameters of
each layer as the weight matrixWl ∈ RJl×Jl−1 and the bias
vector bl ∈ RJl , l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}. The input layer does
not have parameters. We use hl ∈ RJl as the activations of
the lth layer. We have hl = fl(Wlhl−1 + bl), where fl(·)
is the element-wise activation function, e.g., ReLU [28].
fL(x) = x denotes no activation function in the output
layer. Sometimes, we use y = vT f(Wx+ b) to represent a
network with only one hidden layer and the output dimen-
sion is one (called as MLP0), where x ∈ RJ0 ,W ∈ RJ×J0 ,
b ∈ RJ , v ∈ RJ . We use Π ∈ {0, 1}J×J as a permutation
matrix that satisfies

∑
j Π·,j = 1 and

∑
j Πj,· = 1. Easily,

we have some properties: ΠTΠ = I , Πa+ Πb = Π(a+ b),
Πa � Πb = Π(a � b), where I is the identity matrix and
� denotes Hadamard product. If f(·) is an element-wise
function, f(Πx) = Πf(x).

For MLP0, we have y = (Πv)T f(ΠWx + Πb) =
vT f(Wx+ b), implying that if we permute the parameters
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properly, the output of a certain neural network does not
change, i.e., the permutation invariance property. Ex-
tending it to MLP, the layer-wise permutation process is

hl = fl(ΠlWlΠ
T
l−1hl−1 + Πlbl), (1)

where Π0 = I and ΠL = I , meaning that the input and out-
put layers are not shuffled. For ConvNet [17, 32], we take
convolution kernels as basic units. The convolution parame-
ters could be denoted as Wl ∈ RCl×wl×hl×Cl−1 , where the
four dimensions denote the number of output/input chan-
nels (Cl, Cl−1) and the kernel size (wl, hl). The per-
mutation could be similarly applied as ΠlWlΠ

T
l−1. For

ResNet [10], we use hl = fl(ΠlWlΠ
T
l−1hl) + ΠlMlΠ

T
l−1hl

to permute all parameters in a basic block including the
shortcut (if shortcut is not used, Ml = I).

3.2. Position-Aware Neurons

The essential reason for the permutation invariance of
neural networks is that neurons have nothing to do with
their positions. Hence, an intuitive improvement is fusing
position-related values (position encodings) to neurons. We
propose Position-Aware Neurons (PANs), adding or mul-
tiplying position encodings to neurons’ outputs, i.e.,

PAN+ : hl = fl(Wlhl−1 + bl + el), (2)
PAN◦ : hl = fl((Wlhl−1 + bl)� el), (3)

where el denotes position encodings that are only related to
positions and not learnable. We use “PAN+” and “PAN◦”
to represent additive and multiplicative PANs, respectively.
We use sinusoidal functions to generate el as commonly
used in previous position encoding works [36], i.e.,

PAN+ : el,j = A sin (2πTj/J) ∈ [−A,A], (4)
PAN◦ : el,j = 1 +A sin (2πTj/J) ∈ [1−A, 1 +A],

(5)

where T and A respectively denotes the period and ampli-
tude of position encodings, and j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , J−1} is the
position index of a neuron. For ConvNet, we assign posi-
tion encodings for each channel, and j is the channel index.
Notably, if we take T → 0 or A = 0, PANs degenerate
into normal neurons. In practice, we only apply PANs to
the hidden layers, while the input and output layers remain
unchanged, i.e., l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L − 1} for el. With PANs,
the permutation process in Eq. 1 could be reformulated as

PAN+ : hl,sf = fl(ΠlWlΠ
T
l−1hl−1,sf + Πlbl + el), (6)

PAN◦ : hl,sf = fl((ΠlWlΠ
T
l−1hl−1,sf + Πlbl)� el), (7)

where the subscript “sf” denotes “shuffled” (or permuted).
To measure the output change after shuffling, we define the
shuffle error as:

Err(A, T, {Πl}Ll=0) = ‖hL,sf − hL‖/JL, (8)

and this error on MLP0 without considering bias (i.e., y =
vT f(Wx+ e)) is

PAN+ : Err(A, T,Π)

= |ysf − y|
= |(Πv)T f(ΠWx+ e)− vT f(Wx+ e)|
= |(Πv)T f(ΠWx+ e)− (Πv)T f(ΠWx+ Πe)|

≈ |(Πe− e)T ∂ysf

∂e
|, (9)

where we take ysf = (Πv)T f(ΠWx+e) as the function of e
and take Taylor expansion as an approximation. Obviously,
shuffle error is closely related to the strength of permuta-
tion, i.e., Π− I . For example, if Π = I , the network is not
shuffled and the outputs are kept unchanged. Then, if we
take equal values as position encodings, i.e., ej = ei,∀i, j,
the output also does not change because Πe = e. This
can be obtained via taking α = 0 or T → 0. If we take
a larger T (e.g., 1) and larger α (e.g., 0.05), Err is gener-
ally non-zero because Πe 6= e. The error of multiplicative
PANs is similar. We abstract PANs as a switch: if we take
equal/varied position encodings, PANs are turned off/on,
and hence the network keeps/loses the permutation invari-
ance property (i.e., the same/different outputs after permu-
tation). As illustrated at the left of Fig. 1, the five neurons
of a certain hidden layer are shuffled while the position en-
codings they are going to add/multiply are not shuffled, and
the outputs will change with PANs turned on.

Furthermore, are there any essential differences between
additive and multiplicative PANs, and how much influence
do they have on the shuffle error? In Eq. 9, the shuffle error
is partially determined by ∂ysf/∂e, and we extent this gradi-
ent to MLP with multiple layers. We assume all layers have
the same number of neurons (i.e., Jl = J, ∀l) and take the
same position encodings (i.e., el = e ∈ RJ ,∀l). We denote
sl,sf = ΠlWlΠ

T
l−1hl−1,sf + Πlbl and obtain the recursive

gradient expressions:

PAN+ :
∂hl,sf

∂e
= D(f ′l )

(
∂sl,sf

∂hl−1,sf

∂hl−1,sf

∂e
+ I

)
, (10)

PAN◦ :
∂hl,sf

∂e
= D(f ′l )

(
∂sl,sf

∂hl−1,sf

∂hl−1,sf

∂e
� [e]J

+ D(sl,sf)

)
, (11)

where D(·) transforms a vector to a diagonal matrix and [·]J
repeats a vector J times to obtain a matrix. f ′l denotes the
gradient of activation functions, whose element is 0 or 1 in
ReLU. If we expand Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 correspondingly, we
will find that the gradient ∂hL,sf

∂e of additive PANs does not
explicitly rely on e. However, for the multiplicative one,
∂hl,sf
∂e is relevant to ∂hl−1,sf

∂e and [e]J , which could lead to
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a polynomial term AL−1 (resulted from [e]J � · · · � [e]J ,
informally). Hence, we conclude: taking PANs as a switch
could control the permutation invariance property of neural
networks. The designed multiplicative PANs will make this
switch more sensitive.

4. FL with PANs
In this section, we briefly introduce FedAvg [27] and an-

alyze the effects of PANs when applied to FL.

4.1. FedAvg

Suppose we have a server and K clients with various
data distributions. FedAvg first initializes a global model θ0
on the server. Then, a small fraction (i.e. R ∈ [0, 1]) of
clients St download the global model and update it on their
local data for E epochs, and then upload the updated model
θ
(k)
0 to the server. Then, the server takes a coordinate-based

parameter averaging, i.e., θ1 ← 1
|St|

∑
k∈St

θ
(k)
0 . Next, θ1

will be sent down for a new communication round. This
will be repeated for H communication rounds. Because the
parameters could be misaligned during local training, some
works [38, 44, 45] are devoted to finding the correspon-
dences between clients’ uploaded neurons for better aggre-
gation. For example, the parameters W (1)

l and W (2)
l may

be misaligned, and we should search for proper matrices
to match them, i.e., 1

2 (W
(1)
l + MlW

(2)
l MT

l−1), rather than
1
2 (W

(1)
l + W

(2)
l ) [33]. However, searching for appropriate

M{l,l−1} is challenging. Generally, these works require ad-
ditional data to search for proper alignment. In addition, the
matching process has typically to solve complex optimiza-
tion problems, such as optimal transport or optimal assign-
ment, leading to additional computational overhead. An in-
tuitive question is: could we pre-align the neurons during
local training instead of post-matching?

4.2. Applying PANs to FL

Replacing traditional neurons with PANs in FL is
straightforward to implement. Why does such a subtle im-
provement help? We heuristically expect PANs in FL could
bring such effects: PANs could limit the dislocation of neu-
rons since the disturbance of them will bring significant
changes to the outputs of the neural network and lead to
higher training errors and fluctuations. Theoretically, the
forward pass on the kth client with PANs is as follows:

PAN+ : h
(k)
l = f

(k)
l (W

(k)
l h

(k)
l−1 + b

(k)
l + el), (12)

PAN◦ : h
(k)
l = f

(k)
l ((W

(k)
l h

(k)
l−1 + b

(k)
l )� el). (13)

Notably, the position encodings are commonly utilized
across clients, i.e., the forward pass across local clients
share some consistent information. Then, the parameters’
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Figure 2. Left: how much neurons are not shuffled with various
Psf. Right: a permutation matrix demo with Psf = 0.1.

gradient of Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 can be calculated by:

PAN+ : ∂h
(k)
l /∂b

(k)
l = D(f

(k)
l

′
), (14)

PAN◦ : ∂h
(k)
l /∂b

(k)
l = D(f

(k)
l

′
)D(el), (15)

where we only give the gradient of bias for simplification.
The gradients of multiplicative PANs directly contain the
same position information across clients (e.g., el) in spite of
various data distributions (e.g., h(k)l−1). For the additive ones,

the impact of el is implicit because f (k)l

′
is related to el, but

nevertheless, the effect is not significant as multiplicative
ones. Overall, el could regularize and rectify local gradi-
ent directions, keeping some ingredients consistent during
backward propagation. As an extreme case, if A in el is
very large, the gradients in Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 will tend to
be the same, mitigating the weight divergence completely.
However, setting el too large will make the neural network
difficult to train and the data information is completely cov-
ered, so the strength of el (i.e., A) is a tradeoff.

5. Experiments
We study how much influence the proposed PANs

have on both centralized training and decentralized train-
ing (i.e., FL). The datasets used are Mnist [20], FeM-
nist [4], SVHN [29], GTSRB [34], Cifar10/100 [16], and
Cinic10 [5]. FeMnist is recommended by LEAF [4]
and FedScale [19]. We use MLP for Mnist/FeMnist,
VGG [32] for SVHN/GTSRB/Cifar10, ResNet20 [10] for
Cifar100/Cinic10 by default if without more declarations.
We sometimes take VGG9 used in previous FL works [26,
38, 43]. For centralized training, we use the provided train-
ing and test set correspondingly. For FL, we split the train-
ing set according to Dirichlet distributions, where Dir(α)
controls the non-i.i.d. level. Smaller α leads to more non-
i.i.d. cases. For each FL scene, we report several key hyper-
parameters: number of clients K, client participation ratio
R, number of local training epochs E, Dirichlet alpha α,
number of communication rounds H . For PANs, we report
T and A. With A = 0.0, we turn off PANs, i.e., using tradi-
tional neurons or the baselines; with A > 0.0, we turn on
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PANs. We leave PANs turned on by default if with no men-
tion of the state on/off or the value of A. Details of datasets,
networks and training are presented in Supp.

5.1. Centralized Training

Shuffle Test: We first propose a procedure to measure the
degree of permutation invariance of a certain neural net-
work, that is, how large the shuffle error in Eq. 8 is after
shuffling the neurons. We name this procedure shuffle test.
Given a neural network and a batch of data, we first obtain
the outputs. Then, we shuffle the neurons of hidden layers.
The shuffle process is shown in Supp, where Psf controls
the disorder level of the constructed permutation matrices.
Then we could get the outputs after shuffling and then cal-
culate the shuffle error. We vary Psf in [0, 1] and plot the ra-
tio of permutation matrices’ diagonal ones (i.e., how much
neurons are not shuffled). We denote this ratio as Rkept and
plot them in Fig. 2 (average of 10 experiments), where we
also show a generated permutation matrix with Psf = 0.1.

Shuffle Error with Random Data: With different hyper-
parameters of T and A in Eq. 4/Eq. 5, we use random data
generated from Gaussian distributions (i.e., xi,· ∼ N (0, 1))
to calculate the shuffle error. The results based on VGG13
are shown in Fig. 3. The error is more related to A while
less sensitive to T . This is intuitive because T controls lo-
cal volatility while neuron permutation could happen glob-
ally, e.g., the first neuron could swap positions with the last
neuron. A larger A leads to a larger shuffle error, i.e., the
more serious the network loses the permutation invariance
property. In addition, the shuffle error based on the additive
PANs increases linearly, while that based on the multiplica-
tive PANs increases quickly. This verifies the theoretical
analysis in Sect. 3.2. However, in practice, a larger A may
cause training failure and we only set A ∈ [0.0, 0.25] for
additive PANs and A ∈ [0.0, 0.75] for multiplicative PANs
(the bold part on the right side of Fig. 3).

Influence on Inference: We study the influence of PANs
on test accuracies. We use MLP on Mnist, VGG13 on
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Figure 4. The first: test accuracy of models trained with differ-
ent PANs. The other three: test accuracy change after manual
permutation with various Psf.

SVHN, and ResNet20 on Cifar10. We first train models
with various PANs until convergence, and the model per-
formances are shown in the first figure of Fig. 4. The hori-
zontal dotted lines show the accuracies of normal networks,
and the solid segments show the results of networks with
various PANs. We find that introducing PANs to neural net-
works does not improve performances, but brings a slight
degradation. That is, PANs could make the network some-
what harder to train. More studies of how PANs influence
the network predictions could be found in Supp. Then, we
investigate the shuffle error reflected by the change of test
accuracies. Specifically, we shuffle the trained network to
make predictions on the test set. We vary several groups of
T and A for PANs. We show the results in the last three
figures of Fig. 4. With larger Psf, i.e., more neurons are
shuffled, the test accuracy of the network withA = 0.0 does
not change (the permutation invariance property). However,
larger A leads to more significant performance degradation
(A = 0.25 vs. A = 0.01 for PAN+;A = 0.75 vs. A = 0.05
for PAN◦). PAN◦ makes the network more sensitive to shuf-
fling than PAN+ (curves with “◦” degrades significantly).
With different T ∈ {1, 8}, the performance degradation is
nearly the same, again showing that PANs are robust to T .
These verify the conclusions in Sect. 3.2. Overall, PANs
work as a tradeoff between model performances and con-
trol of permutation invariance.

5.2. Decentralized Training

Then we study the effects of introducing PANs to FL.
We first present some empirical studies to verify the pre-
alignment effects of PANs, and then show performances.

How many neurons are misaligned in FL? Although
some previous works [38,43,45] declare that neurons could
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Figure 5. Top: how much neurons are not shuffled with various
Nsf. Bottom: test accuracies of FL with various α (dotted lines)
and accuracies after manual shufflling on i.i.d. data (α = 10.0)
(red scatters).

be dislocated when faced with non-i.i.d. data, they do not
show this in evidence and do not show the degree of mis-
alignment. We present a heuristic method: we manually
shuffle the neurons during local training with i.i.d. data
and study how much misalignment could cause the perfor-
mance to drop to the same as training with non-i.i.d. data.
Specifically, during each client’s training step (each batch as
a step), we shuffle the neurons with a probability Nsf

E×Nk/B
,

where B,E,Nk are respectively the batch size, the number
of local epochs, and the number of local data samples. In
each shuffle process, we keep Psf = 0.1. Nsf determines
how many times the network could be shuffled during local
training. Larger Nsf means more neurons are shuffled upon
finishing training, e.g.,Nsf = 1.0 keeps approximately 84%
neurons not shuffled as shown in Fig. 5. The calculation of
Rkept in Fig. 5 is presented in Supp. Then, we show the
test accuracies of FedAvg [27] under various levels of non-
i.i.d. data, i.e., α ∈ {10.0, 1.0, 0.1}. The results corre-
spond to the three horizontal lines in the bottom three fig-
ures of Fig. 5. The scatters in red show the performances
of shuffling neurons with various Nsf. Obviously, even with
i.i.d. data, the larger the Nsf, the worse the performance.
This implies that neuron misalignment could actually lead
to performance degradation. Compared with non-i.i.d. per-
formances, taking Cifar10 as an example, setting Nsf = 0.2
could make the i.i.d. (α=10.0) performance degrade to the
same as non-i.i.d. (α=0.1), that is, approximately 3.8% neu-
rons are misaligned on each client. This may provide some
enlightenment for the quantitative measure of how many
neurons are misaligned in FL with non-i.i.d. data.

Do PANs indeed reduce the possibility of neuron mis-
alignment? We propose several strategies from aspects of
parameters, activations, and preference vectors to compare
the neuron correspondences in FL with PANs off/on. For
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PANs turned on, we use multiplicative PANs with T = 1.0
and A = 0.1 by default.
I. Weight Divergence: Weight divergence [47] measures
the variances of local parameters. Specifically, we calcu-
late 1

|St|
∑
k∈St
‖W (k)

l − Wl‖2 for each layer l. Wl =

1
|St|

∑
k∈St

W
(k)
l denotes the averaged parameters. The

weight divergences of MLP on Mnist with α ∈ {1.0, 0.1}
are in Fig. 6, where PANs could reduce the divergences a
lot (the red bars). This corresponds to the explanation in
Sect. 4.2 that clients’ parameters are partially updated to-
wards the same direction.
II. Matching via Optimal Assignment: We feed 500 test
samples into the network and obtain the activations of each
neuron as its representation. Neurons’ representations of
global and local model are denoted as hl ∈ RJl×m and
h
(k)
l ∈ RJl×m, where m = 500. Then we search for the
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Figure 9. Comparison results on non-i.i.d. data (α=0.1). Rows
show datasets and columns show FL algorithms. PANs could uni-
versally improve these algorithms. (More datasets are shown in Supp.)

optimal assignment matrix Q ∈ {0, 1}Jl×Jl that minimizes∑Jl
i=1

∑Jl
j=1Qij‖hl,i − h

(k)
l,j ‖2 and satisfies

∑
iQi,· = 1,∑

j Q·,j = 1. In fact, Q is a permutation matrix that
could approximately reflect the disturbance of neurons, and
it could match neurons with similar outputs. We plot the
solved matching matrix in Fig. 7, where the number in “[]”
shows the ratio of the diagonal ones. Using PANs could
make the diagonal denser, implying that neurons at the same
coordinates output similarly.
III. Visualizing Neurons via Preference Vectors: Then,
we correspond neurons to classes via calculating prefer-
ence vectors as done in [43]. Specifically, we calcu-
late pc =

∑B
b=1 Acti(xc,b) ∂Zc

∂Acti(xc,b)
for each class c,

and then concatenate all classes as the preference vec-
tor [p1, p2, · · · , pC ]. Acti(·) denotes the activation value
and Zc is the prediction score of the cth class. Then,
arg maxc pc implies which class the neuron contributes to
more. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where each verti-
cal line represents a neuron/channel. The number in “[]”
shows how much neurons/channels correspond to the same
class between global and local models. With PANs, the co-
ordinate matching results are better. These empirical results
verify the pre-alignment effects brought by PANs.

Do PANs bring performance improvement in FL? We
then compare the performances of FL with PANs off/on.
I. Universal Application of PANs: We first apply PANs
to some popular FL algorithms as introduced in Sect. 2,
including FedAvg [27], FedProx [23], FedOpt [30], Scaf-
fold [14], MOON [22]. These methods solve the non-i.i.d.
problem from different aspects. Training details of these al-
gorithms are provided in Supp. We add PANs to them and
investigate the performance improvements on FeMnist, Ci-
far10, Cifar100, and Cinic10, where α = 0.1, K = 100,
R = 10%, E = 5, H = 1000. We use A = 0.0 as the
baseline. Hyper-parameters are searched from three groups:
PAN+ with A = 0.05, PAN◦ with A = 0.05, PAN◦ with
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A = 0.1, and the best result is reported in Fig. 9. PANs
indeed improve these algorithms. With various non-i.i.d.
levels of decentralized data, i.e., α ∈ {10.0, 1.0, 0.5}. We
report the averaged accuracy of the last five communica-
tion rounds in Fig. 10 (H = 200 communication rounds
with other hyper-parameters the same). Obviously, more
non-i.i.d. scenes (smaller α) experience more significant
improvements. This is related to the regularization effect as
analyzed in Sect. 4.2. We also investigate the results with
various numbers of clients and local training epochs, i.e., K
and E. The results of FedAvg on Cifar10 and Cifar100 are
shown in Fig. 11, where we take α = 0.1 and H = 400.
On average, introducing PANs could lead to about 1% to
2% improvement on various scenes. These studies verify
that PANs could be universally and effectively applied to
FL algorithms under various settings.
II. Hyper-parameter Analysis: We first varyA on Cifar10
and plot the results on the left of Fig. 12. We set T = 1.0
and only report the results of multiplicative PANs. Setting
A around 0.1 could improve the performance a lot, while
using larger A experiences degradation, which is because
neural networks become harder to train. This again shows
that A is a tradeoff between neuron pre-alignment and net-
work performance. The proportions of the optimal hyper-
parameters from the results of the above experiments are
shown on the right of Fig. 12. Using A = 0.1 in multi-
plicative PANs is a good choice. A = 0.0 means turning off
PANs, and its ratio is only about 13%, which means turning
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Settings (K,R, α,E) FedAvg FedProx FedMA Fed2 FedDF FedAvg? FedAvg?+PANs

(16, 1.0, 0.5, 20) 86.29 85.32 84.0 (87.53, E = 150) 88.29 - 86.83 88.49±0.07
(20, 0.4, 1.0, 40) 78.34 78.60 65.0 - 80.36 79.76 81.94±0.09

Table 1. Comparison results with other popular FL algorithms on Cifar10 with VGG9. The left shows settings. The middle shows the cited
results from FedMA [38], Fed2 [43], and FedDF [26]. The last two columns show the results we implement.

(K,R, α,E) FedMA? Fed2? FedAvg?+PANs

(16, 1.0, 0.1, 20) 83.91 82.26 85.82 ±0.16
(16, 0.4, 0.5, 20) 48.25 81.23 82.87 ±0.21

Table 2. Comparison results with SOTA on more scenes. The
results are all implemented by our reproduced code.

on PANs is useful in most cases.
III. Comparing with SOTA: FedMA [38] and Fed2 [43]
are representative works that solve the parameter alignment
problems in FL. We collect the reported settings and results
in FedMA, Fed2, and FedDF [26], and compare the per-
formances under the same settings. We list the results on
Cifar10 with VGG9 in Tab. 1, where the last three columns
show our results. Although our reproduced FedAvg per-
forms slightly better than the cited results, the performance
gain via introducing PANs is remarkable. We then vary the
settings of (16, 1.0, 0.5, 20) from two aspects: (1) decreas-
ing the non-i.i.d. α from 0.5 to 0.1, i.e., a more non-i.i.d.
scene; (2) decreasing the client selection ratio from 1.0 to
0.4, i.e., partial client participation. Aside from the above
changes, other hyper-parameters are kept the same. We run
the code provided by FedMA1 and reproduce Fed2 via our
implementations. The results are listed in Tab. 2. FedMA
performs especially worse under partial client participation.
Fed2 also performs not so well. Our method surpasses the
compared methods obviously in these cases. Furthermore,
our method is more efficient, e.g., with four 10-core Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Silver 4210R CPUs @ 2.40GHz and one NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU card, FedMA needs about 4 hours
for a single communication round while ours only requires
several minutes.
IV. More Studies: We study using optimal transport to fuse
neural networks with PANs as done in [33]. We also investi-
gate the BatchNorm [12] and GroupNorm [40] used in VGG
or ResNet, where PANs are more applicable to BatchNorm.
We finally investigate some varieties of PANs for better per-
sonalization in FL [7]. These are provided in Supp.
V. Disadvantages: Fusing different values makes the mag-
nitudes of neuron activations/gradients varied, which re-
quires a customized neuron-aware optimizer. In supp, we
try applying the adaptive optimizer Adam [15] to PANs, but

1https://github.com/IBM/FedMA
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Figure 12. Left: performance comparisons under various A.
Right: the distributions of optimal hyper-parameters.

we do not find too much improvement. Hence, advanced
optimizers should be explored in future work.

6. Conclusions
We propose position-aware neurons (PANs) to dis-

able/enable the permutation invariance property of neural
networks. PANs bind themselves in their positions, making
parameters pre-aligned in FL even faced with non-i.i.d. data
and facilitating the coordinate-based parameter averaging.
PANs keep the same position encodings across clients, mak-
ing local training contains consistent ingredients. Abundant
experimental studies verify the role of PANs in parameter
alignment. Future works are to find an optimization method
specifically suitable for PANs, and extend PANs to large-
scale FL benchmarks or more scenarios that require param-
eter alignment.
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